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An Interview 

INlliRVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTER\ 'IEW'EE: 

Since Zulu is no1 my mother tongue, if you don't understand my 

questions please tell me. 

I will tell you when I have a problem with understanding your question. 

You said you joined in l 966? 

I never joined instead it has happem:d likt: this. I \\ as a person who 

never went to Church, just going around. In 1966 l was converk:d. During that time the 

people of the Baptist ~ere preaching around. 'Ibe congregation ot Baptislis the congregation 

which is evangelizing [ ... 1 I gave my lite to the Lord in 1956. 

INTERVIEWER: 
c{t.£( 

During that time, w/s the Baptist$' church consist~ of white people who 

were with them? 

INTERVIEWEr.: The congregation was initiated by whites. Baptist Church which was 

1 union. It had a t:,Rk of gelling missionaiies to be sent to black people. [ ... J to establish 

Churches among black people. Those Churches were called 13antu Baptist Churches. There 

\\•as also (umhlangano) organ.iwt10n cal1e<l S . .\.B . .M.S. (South 

Alrican Bapltsl missionary Society ) Ihcy were lhc ones who established Chun:.hes among 

the blacks. Tlus ~mall hooklet tells us that in 19.f .. ] thi~ date is wrong I know this one. In 

l 926 Yha the Church was established in Chabo m King Williamstown. "They said to 

themselves, as from today the evangelization should take place 

INTTiRVIEWER: TI1e time you were starting Baba, where were you staying ? 

INTERVIEWEE: T was staving in Orlando. Egoli. 

INTERVIEWER: The time I gave my self to the lord I was staying in Johanneshu~-~~c~, 

truit \\,as 1956 and then as a worker I was a l:,trpcnti:r(umba:ti) pressure polishing a~1 
\,lcaring the chairs. Now in 1958 I started to hear the caJI from the lord 1 could hem· him 



saying I should stop working .Oll that was difficult To leave my work no I couldn't and the 

money I was reGeiving was substantiaJ beGause it wa-, good salary. In 1958. 

In 1959 I started working. I remember r was on duty. It was as if somebody says to me what 

are you doing here? Don't you know that you are suppose to go to the Bible school? 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIE\VER: 

INTERVIE\VE~: 

Now in the place where you were staying to, how was the situation ? 

It was just Johannesburg life as you know lite there is going fast 

(iyashesha) things I done like a the crime is going on there. 

Ilow were you doing in the sta11 to respond to your call from God ,Do 

you study lirst or you stait pn:aching first? 

INTERVIEWEE: If the Lord calls you .... You '-et: when you convert you read your Bible 

and you go around with preachers and you too you preach . It is another thing when the Lord 

calls you for his work. Now I said to you and to those who ask me what I am doing. I 

decided that I should live this I cant argue with the Lord about it I agreed to th~ Lord and 

1 ask for the Lord~ help. '!hat was my last year !or my work I hear<l to leave. lben I started 

negotiating with my Pastor (umfun<lisi) I got fonns fi·om him. I filled them, sent them. After 

the forms were <;ent away the executive wilt call you. That time 1 was in Egoli, then I went 

for the interview. They ask me, teJl us more about you how far am I gone with my studies. 

They gave the acknowledgement when they sec that what you ask for reflects you 

INTERVIEWER: Now the time this was happening what wal'< our family's rea<.;tion 

INTERVIEWEE: My wife's. respond. Do you mean I am going to live the life lived by 

the wives of lhe pastors Ngiphiw~? (meaning depending) uyabo ? That has shocki;d me in 

such a wa'} that she said you will go alone not with me, cv~ntually after some prayer 

(nezelulcko) advice. she charged her mind. 

INTERVIEWER: The people you staying with, what can you say about them. 



INTERVIEWEE: They said this man is really suitable for this because previously when 

there is a sick person we go to pray to 1he person's house and lay hands then the Lord will 

be cure tht: person. !vlany people have been helped through that way. 

IN'IERVIEWER: 

in a Church school? 

INTERVIEWEE: 

I see that you have a certificate. Did you study in a private school or 

As I have said that I decided to then I applied, you applied to the 

executive then your own Pastor will help you in that process. The congregation submit a 

recommendation to show whether you are fit for this. lhere was a new school which was 

going to opened in Johannesburg in midlands and it was going to be school for Baptist<;, it 

was close through the apartheid laws, saying that the bible school should be outside. The new 

school then ,vas opened at Dehe in King Williamstown. We are the first products of that 

school as you can see the certificate. 

INTERVIEWER: Was it the school for blacks and whites or a school onlv lor blacks '? 

INTERVIE\VEE: For blacks only. 

IN1ERVIEWER: What about teachers? 

INTER \llE\VEE: 'foachcrs were most of them white. 

INTER VIE WcR: 'lhc time you were still studying who was paying for you studies? 

INTERVIEWEE: Myself, I was very lucky. The time they heard that there is a young 

man who want to go the theological College, the congregation in Roseba~k in Johannesbw·g 

said "praise the Lord''. Bring that young man here Wt: would like lo see him. 

r was a very handsome man in my times (laughing). You look presentable, they said. We will 

pay for you and we will also care for your family. I was together with my wife that day. 

They said to her, don't worry, we can sec the way you are wearing, we too will do the same. 

We will buy clothes for you. 

INTERVIEWER: You were really verv lucky. 

IN"IERVIE\VEE: They paid for me and also supported my wife the time I was still 
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studying. They also paid my rents until I finished everything. I was three years away from 

my wife and we were separated by this. 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

Which means your studies took you three years before you finish them? 

Yes. 

INIERVIE,VER: You know the time you were showing me your certificate I was surprise 

that already in 1962 there were studies like these. I thought these were not old things ..... f .. ]. 

INTERVIEWEE: 1he studies were too many and they were killing us. There was no time 

to sit down we were working very hard. 

INTERVIEWER: You had 16 subjects in all. I thought these exegeses, and ..... 

INTERVIEWEE: No these were very old things. 

INTERVIEWER: How was the life there in the College? 

INTERVIEWEE: It was nice, but difficult for me because it was already a long time that 

I finished school. The first thing that was difficult was the English language. You see the 

tcnns like omnipotent, omrupresent you see (laughing) We just had to consult dictionaries 

constantly. life was f .... J, the school had very good teachers 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

In King Williamstown at Debe? 

You see the mountain Ntaba ka Ndoda? 

Oh, I see. 

You pass it. them to Ngcamkeni-there is the school 

Its not very far from the place where I came from. 

Now in the school were there enough rooms to sleep and beds. 

Yes, Yes we had dometries. Each student had his own room. 



INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INIBRVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

IN1ERVIEWEE: 

INTER VIE \VER: 

INIBRVIEWEE: 
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Really which means it was a modem school? 

Yes, I had my own room for three years, the other thing we had many 

dometries 

So it was a big school. 

Yes, they aimed at accommodating forty students and upwards, but we 

were twenty five to twenty seven students. That is the reason why 

everyone of us had his own room. 

I am sure that things like electricity you did not have, did you? 

We had them. I would say, we were using the machine gqu-gqu-gqu 

a generator. 

When did you finish your studies '? 

J left that place in 1962. I started working in 1963. I got a call from 

Sobantu, I started there, I was preaching there and I blessed by the I ,ord. 

INTERVIEWEE: I built Church in llammarsdale even here there is one I have built. On 

the top there, there is another one (lrnbali). Now the Baptist Church has used a system that 

the people themselves should take care of their Pastors. So people take care of you, when 

they call you from their place. "They are independent, They are autonomous and also 

democratic" (said in English). 

INTERVIEWER: %he Church now consist of black and white Pastors ? 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

Yes. 

Is there any communication between you as black and the white 

Pastors? 

Dming that time the apartheid laws did not allow us to preach to the 

u,hit,• o .-flnl, ~ 
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INTERVIE\VER: Were there at least meeting whereby you came together? 

INTER VIE WEE: When it comes in worshipping you will find out that when we come 

in as black Pastors and sit with them you will see them going one by one. 

Well that does not exist anymore. The cause were the laws of apartheid not because they did 

not want to sit next to a black person. 

INTERVIEWER: Did the white Pastors have problems lo visit black Pastors? 

INTERVIEWEE: No, there was no problem. 

INTERVIEWER: As you were going on, and having said that you depend very much 

from yow· congregation for your salary, does it happen that you get more in one month and 

less in another month. Does it happen like that sometimes? 

INTERVIEWEE: You see I survive through my faith (ngjphila ngokukholwa). That time 

my stipends were combined, because I had to get something. The need was to combine all 

the Churches and sta11ed to make one bag, that is where my stipends were coming from. 

Some contributions which came from Shange and Imbali would be put together. 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

lNTER\rlEWEE: 

Were there many Pastors from Pictermaritzberg at that time? 

I was the only one. 

Yho, mnun 

The Pastor was uncharge of a big congregation so the people may b) ) 

able to pay the money. We were not working like the Presbyterian 

where the money will come from the Presbyter. 

That means that those other Pastors are your products. Can we say that? 

I have got many Pastors, Pastor Mcambe, Khanyila, and some of them 



INTERVIEWER: 

INIBRVIEWEE: 
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are working in radio stations and also in organizations, but all of them 

are in the same Church. 

Looking at this Bible lessons or lectures from your certificate, did you 

ever realise that when you are preaching that the Bible has got some 

contradictions to the culture of the people? 

If you read the Bible, as I do [ .. ]you will never find things which does 

not address the culture of the people, because when I read myself I do not find that. When 

I read I get the impression that it gives the knowledge to deal with these cultural problems. 

INTERVIEWER: I don't have a problem with that because ( ... 1 what are the Ancestors? 

You as the one educated, you are in the university now. In reality what are the Ancestors ? 

There is this thing called lthonga. 

INTERVIEWER: What is that ? 

Ithonga (Ghost) in the Bible there is a sentence where Christ No, J am 

not a Ghost, I am a person, give me some food to cat 

INTERVIEWEE: 

~ tr r 
.0F Ve:_ it~/ 

it IN?V~R: Ok, I see. reading the Bible helps you . 

. ,/-0 ~ TE~~WEE: Yes, if I come to people who worship the Ancestors I teach them that 

,~_/'') i, ~lre lost, why are you worshiping Ancestors. What and who are they ? When they say 

~ ,l,7 ~ 'no I ask them to teach me who the Ancestor are. Now they give up in answering my 

fi~I" }'question, then I tell them that the Bible says and God is the one speaking. If you believe and 

--<> / you say the Bible is the word of God. If there is one person who has who worships Ancestors 

ct throw the person with stones Wltil the person dies and that person and that person's blood will 

~ e from the person's head. God does not want Ancestors. You see God if there is one who 

has Ancestor. What is that ? People say an Ancestor is the person who died. A person dies 

and becomes an Ancestor. Now the Bible denies that. It says there is a time where a person 

has an Ancestor. That is why when you read the Bible you will find out that even those who 

were faithful to God did not like those who worship Ancestors and also the bible says a 

person has no share in the earthly things after death. A person will die and when he dies, he 

goes back to God. 



IN1ERVIEWER: You do not have a problem with that you just give that explanation ? 

INTERVIEWEE: I was once invited in Bulwer. There there was man who converted and 

this was preaching and showing that he does not believe in the Ancestors. The people 

deserted him saying you are mad. He felt terrible about this and these news came to us. I said 

let me go and try to help. 

I went then I helped them. I said you, here are talking about Ancestors. Its ok, thtm tell us 

about the Ancestors. They said an Ancestor comes to you when you are sJeeping. A person 

will say hll is hungry and we will have to slaughter a cow, goat , a chicken, whereas the 

Bible says, the stomach is for eating and eating is for the stomach. 

INTERVIEWER: What are the important activities happening now in the Church to 

ensure that its going on, without the Bible or are organizations in the Church ? 

IN1ERVIEWEE: Yes we have them. Mans league, Women's league. Youth all these are 

encouraging. 

INTERVIEWER: Having these organi7.ations, what do you think you will achieve, 

because people are now busy .fighting. When you look what can you say ? 

INTERVIEWEE: 1--• l 

INTERVIEWER: 

IN1ERVIEWEE: 

INTERVJE,VER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

What would you say to a person who would be interested to be a Pastor 

in the Baptist Church today? 

It is easy if you want to be a Pastor you must be a studying person, 

second lhing you must be a person of prayer thirdly a person who is 

a Church goer These are the basics. 

You never had problems the time there were fights here in the location? 

I never had a problem ever since I started staying here. In this section 

where people once escaped and I was staying behind. If you can have a look in my car it has 

got bullet marks. I had a very good teacher ( evangelist) who said to me, when you loose your 

life because of C'hrist vou will be rewarded. I am not afraid of death. 



INIBVIE WER: 
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If you look at what you were doing bt:fore in 1962 and "''hat you arc 

doing now, are there new things you experienced or is still the same ? 

INlERVIEWEE: Yes of course there are changes. Before when people are going to 

Church they will sit down and be silent, sing and very meditative songs and you look at them 

you will find out that they do what they do in love and with spirit. 

But now in many places when you come in, even here in the Baptist Church you find out 

that, no its too bad. You here people, they don't sing the way they used to sing.Our Falher 

(was singing and laughing). My observation is that heaven is too far from the people. 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

IN1ERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

Then there is really a change. What do you thing can be done to bdng 

order? 

The truth does not change, instead people an: changing 

People are changing. 

·what is to be done is to accept changes. When there is something new 

accept it. You see in our time a girl would be told not lo wear mini dress. The Pastors used 

to talk about that on the pulpit,saying that a girl and a women should wear_discount clothes. 

Today its beyond us, they come with shorts now and pepe and all sorts of things. If you ask, 

what is that ? the whole congregation will respond, which one ?, what is wrong with that ? 

is she not wea1ing proper things and moreover things she likes ? 

INTERVIEWER: Are there any other problems you encounter as Paslor ? 

IN1ERVIEWEE: Right now is the pre-shcool we opened and was opened under the 

banner of the Church now there are those who are criticizing it saying we are ..... (cannot 

catch it) the pre-school because the children are paying. It is a new thing and we want it to 

grow. There are many problems some are saying our Pastor is a dictator. All this is coming 

from the work we do. Yesterday I went to the coordinator he said "jealous down it is no good 

to make criticisms against the man of God, doing the work of God. 'Those people, what did 
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they do ? go and ask them if they came do the work of God better than us. We are prepared 

to step aside and them a chance"( said in English). It is not a tight attitude to if people would 

tell us to do this and that. We are not here to do what they tell us. We are here to do what 

the Holy Spirit is leading and guiding us to do. There are many problems, but the Lord is 

helping. 

INfERVIEWER: Now I was just looking at the time I don't want to make you late to the 

place you were going to now. \Vhat we were talking I have taped and when I arrive home 

I will listen to it and write it down. If I have a problem, can I come back to you for 

clarification ? 

INTERVIEWEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIE \VEE: 

INTERVIEWER: 

INTERVIEWEE: 

Yes, you can. 

What I am going to write I will show you too, so that you tell where 

I misunderstood you then you will explain more, so that what I write 

corresponds to what you said. 

I wi11 do that freely. 

I thank you very much for your time, if I have to come I will make an 

appointment. 

I will be glad to know before time,e.g. if we say Friday tel1 me in time 

or Wensday so that I can look at my work and avail myself for th.at time. 

INTERVIEWER: Once again thank you very much. 


